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Homage:

G. K. Ramana,
President Association of 41 Clubs of India - 2001-02

Past President G.K. Ramana left for his heavenly abode on
April 10, 2019. The Association has lost one of its strongest
pillars. Heartfelt Condolences to his wife Kamla and family
members. May God give strength to the family in this time of
grief. May his Soul Rest In Peace.
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Vote,
i Matter

Srinivasu Saraswatula (Srini)
Editor - Selfie & Fellowship | 2018-19
Dear 41ers
Greetings. I am happy to present the Seventh edition of Selfie for the year
2018-19.
Mar 2019 has been an eventful month for the 41ers. Charter, MTMs, Socials
…41ers at their best. We had our President criss-crossing the country making
the movement stronger
I have lot many Clubs sending in their activities to feature in Selfie. It’s always
exciting that way. Keep it coming.
The theme of this month is iVote, iMatter. The nation is gearing up for general
elections. The feverish pitch is reaching its crescendo. As responsible citizens,
we 41ers too have to do what is expected of us – VOTE. Make it count. Your vote
matters, your voice matters. Your Vote -Your Voice - Better India.
The holidays can wait, not this. Get inked. Put it on FB, whatsapp….get your
friends to vote.
We have crossed 1000 likes on our FB page. Small milestone one that reminds
us that we have 3500 more members who have to click on FB like. Request all of
you to Like and share the FB page of Association of 41 Clubs of India – you
get to see the happenings around the 41ers World. Click the link and Like the
Page https://www.facebook.com/41ClubsOfIndia/
Send your stories, photos, memorabilia and what have you to me at
srinirti@gmail.com
Best Regards
Srini
(Srinivasu Saraswatula)
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Rajiv Mehra

President 2018-19
Association of 41 Clubs India
Dear Friends,
Another exciting month in this 41er year has gone by. This month we have seen
extensive activity in the association with clubs contributing to all facets of the
association be it fellowship or projects. This has been the month of MTMs and
charters and fellowship has seen an all-time high.
MTM: This being the MTM season it was my pleasure to attend the MTM s of
Area 4 at Mumbai, Area 5 at Varanasi and Area 2 at Chennai. All three MTMs
were unique in their own ways. Mumbai had a wild west theme, Varanasi had a
Sham e Benaras theme and Chennai was a rocktstar theme. High levels and
participation was seen at the MTMs and the fellowship was at an all-time high.
Charters: This month we saw the charter of the following clubs.
Vijayawada Mavericks club no 228, Varanasi Club no 229 and Pune club no 230.
Please do join me and welcome all the new members into our wonderful
association. All three charter events were conducted in style and I must say with
the admission of this new blood our organization has grown younger and more
vibrant. Each and every member a jewel in his own right.
Area Visits: I had the opportunity to travel extensively through Area 5 and Area
7 this month. Visited the clubs of Vijawada and Guntur and caught up with old
friends. Amazing weekend in Area 7, we sold close to 54 medallions in this one
weekend between Vijaywada and Guntur clubs. Thank you AC 7 Aanand, VP
Babji and Treasurer RP for this superlative effort. Visited Delhi and met up with
the club 123 members. Appointed two extension champions Atul Gupta and
Puneet Gupta to carry on revival of Club 123 and get us further extensions in
Delhi. Thank you AC 5 Deepak, IPP Harsh, Extension Convenor Praveen and the
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Rajiv Mehra

President 2018-19
Association of 41 Clubs India
incoming chairman elect Pankaj Vats for anchoring this. Attended the joint social
of Pune clubs. Superlative effort by AC 4 Kiran. As of now Area 4 has given us 6
extensions and 4 are in Pune itself. Pune city has now become a rocking centre.
Secretariat visit: Visited the secretariat at Chennai. This was my fourth visit this
year. We have established better reporting systems at the secretariat and this is
a great step towards Transparency. I am happy to inform you all that we have
sought a legal opinion for formation of the Admin trust and this has now to
become a reality. Shall be circulating a detailed trust deed along with the legal
opinion. The same will be taken up for adoption at the NAGM in Goa. Thank you
PP Chettiar, Treasurer RP and secretariat Convenor Punit for all the help. I am
sure that I shall have all your support on this and help make our association more
strong and transparent.
Friends its now been 6 months since the Dream team has taken over and the 6
months have been very eventful so far. This has only been due to your love,
support and cooperation. I am sure the next 6 months will see more activity and
will be equally vibrant if not more.
Looking forward to your love, support and cooperation as always.
Friendship Forever.
Rajiv Mehra.
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#President’sTravelDairy
Guntur | Mar 2
A fantastic evening spent with the Guntur clubs no 60 and 209. The evening was hosted by
Ramchandra Raju ( Pandu) of club no 60.
A total of 34 medallions committed by both clubs confirming to be 100% star clubs. Club 60
also committed to make their wives 41star. This was achieved by the hard work and
persuasion of our treasurer RP.
A total of 6 couples and one single registration confirmed by club 60 and 3 couples confirmed
by club 209 for the AGM.
The first contact meeting of the Guntur tangent club was conducted by Tangent Priti Mehra.
The meeting was followed by a fantastic fellowship wherein we were treated to some great
Andhra food.
A big thank you to Pandu for all his love and support and thank you AC 7 Aanand and
incoming AC 7 Satya for making this meeting a reality. Babji Garu and RP Garu for making
this visit a memorable one.
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#President’sTravelDairy
Guntur | Mar 2
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ELECTIONS & QUOTABLE QUOTES
“We do not have government by the majority. We have government
by the majority who participate.”
- Thomas Jefferson
“The ballot is stronger than the bullet.”
- Abraham Lincoln
“One of the penalties for refusing to participate in politics is that you
end up being governed by your inferiors.”
- Plato
“Voting is not only our right - it is our power.”
- Loung Ung
“Just because you do not take an interest in politics doesn’t mean
politics won’t take an interest in you.”
- Pericles
A politician should have three hats. One for throwing into the ring,
one for talking through, and one for pulling rabbits out of if elected.
- Carl Sandburg
During a campaign the air is full of speeches—and vice versa.
- Author Unknown
Not Voting is not a protest. It’s a surrender
- Keith Ellision
“Every election is determined by the people who show up.”
- Author Unknown

Vote,
i Matter
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ELECTIONS & QUOTABLE QUOTES
People never lie so much as after a hunt, during a
war or before an election.
- Otto von Bismarck
“I offer my opponents a bargain: if they will stop telling lies about us,
I will stop telling the truth about them.”
- Adlai Stevenson
“It is useless for sheep to pass a resolution in favor of vegetarianism
while wolves remain of a different opinion.”
- William Inge
“Shape Tommorow By Voting Today”
- Author Unknown
Bad officials are elected by good citizens who do not vote.
- George Jean Nathan
Truth is not determined by majority vote.
- Doug Gwyn
An election is coming. Universal peace is declared, and the foxes
have a sincere interest in prolonging the lives of the poultry
- George Eliot
Elections determine who is in power, but they do not
determine how power is used
- Paul Collier

Vote,
i Matter
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nd

famit + nex meeting
August 2ND& 3RD (Friday & Saturday)
Venue: Taj Bekal Resort & Spa, Kerala

Please join with your spouse for an exhilarating
experience at Taj Bekal Resort & Spa, The National
Board will have a its meeting and all will have a
great time, bonding with the 41‛rs from all over
India.
The cost:
Rs: 30,000 (Thirty Thousand) payable to Taj for
2 nights (August 2nd and 3rd) with full board.
The nearest Airport to reach Taj Bekal is
Mangalore.

Please transfer the amount as soon as possible.
Rooms on a first come first served basis.
Satyan Bhatt,
FAMIT Conveyer.
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A/c Details:
TAJ BEKAL RESORT AND SPA, KERALA
Bank Transfer Detail
1

Title of Account in the Bank

TAJ BEKAL RESORTS AND SPA, A
UNIT OF KHANNA HOTELS PVT LTD

2

Bank Account No.

15258620000170

3

Bank Branch MICR Code

671240002

4

Bank Branch IFSC Code

HDFC0001525

5

Swift Code

HDFCINBB

6

Bank Branch Code

1525

7

Name and Address of Bank

HDFC Bank
TIGER HILLS
M.G.ROAD
KASARAGOD
PH : 04994-304080

Pan Card No.

AAACK0075E

Tan No.

CHNK04080G

GST Reg No.

32AAACK0075E1Z6

Tin No.

32130647133C
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#IRO
Area 3 | Bangalore | March 10
Last Night we met up with President 41 Clubs of Kuwait
Sandeep Chaba & President Round Table Arabian Gulf
Tr. Srikant Saboot at Shakesbeer - Micro Brewery on
Brigade Road Bangalore. Party continued at Catholic Club

From left to right Anil Kesavan club 116, Pankaj Singh
club 89 IRO, Gopal Chopra club 116, Sundeep club 1
Kuwait chairman, Girish club 116
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#ClubCharter
Club Charter Mavericks 228, Vijayawada
Welcoming the newest babies of our association Mavericks Club no 228, Vijayawada.
A star studded event in the presence of 41 Clubs President Rajiv Mehra, RTI president Dhruv
Dalmia, RTI project Convenor Ajmal Dastagir, LCI President Cr Namrata Shenoy, RTI area 9
chairman Tr Sai, 41er’s VP Babji, Treasurer RP, Extension Convenor Praveen Vats, NSC and
Supply house Convenor Punit Sampat, AC Area 7 Aanand Khara
A total of over 100 heads present including 41er’s, tablers, circles from Vijaywada, Guntur,
Vizag, and Hyderabad.
A total of 18 star medallions sold and a lot of supply house items. 6 couple registrations for
AGM received and many more promised.
President Rajiv was one of the chief guests at the 900th meeting of VRT 68. 41er RP and
Seetha contributed 1 lac Rupees towards the ongoing bore well project of VRT 68.
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#ClubCharter
Club Charter Mavericks 228, Vijayawada
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#ClubCharter
Club Charter Mavericks 228, Vijayawada
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#ClubCharter
Charter of Club 229, Varanasi Vikings, Varanasi on Mar 17 2019
Warm welcome to Varanasi Viking’s club no 229 in to our
lovely movement. A total of 9 members inducted on
Mar 17 in a fantastic ceremony hosted by them. A bunch
of warm and enthusiastic 41er’s.
President Rajiv Mehra, Sanjiv Shah Convener AGM,
National Extension Convener Praveen Vats along with
AC5 Deepak Bajaj graced the Occasion.
Charter Chairman is Saurabh Chakraborty and
Secretary Manish Tandon Sponsor Club is Bareilley 224.

...continued
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...continued

#ClubCharter
Charter of Club 229, Varanasi Vikings, Varanasi on Mar 17 2019

...continued
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...continued

#ClubCharter
Charter of Club 229, Varanasi Vikings, Varanasi on Mar 17 2019

...continued
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...continued

#ClubCharter
Charter of Club 229, Varanasi Vikings, Varanasi on Mar 17 2019
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#ClubCharter
Charter of Club 230, The Original Gang (TOG), Pune on Mar 19, 2019
President Rajiv Mehra, and Sanjiv Shah Convener AGM along with AC4 Kiran Sanghvi &
Area 4 Extension coordinator Karan Gehani graced the Occasion.
Charter Chairman is Raakeshh Sureka and Secretary Shailendra Mehta.
This charter is another feather in the cap of Pune United Club 157 which is doing wonderful
job of extension in the Area. Kudos to Chairman Vijay Agarwal & Secretary Harpreet Singh
and all members of the Club 157

...continued
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...continued

#ClubCharter
Charter of Club 230, The Original Gang (TOG), Pune on Mar 19, 2019
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#MTM
Area 4 | Mumbai | March 10
Rocking MTM of Area 4 in Mumbai. Over 50 heads from Mumbai and Pune participated.
Take a bow AC 4 Kiran. Fantastic meet followed by some exceptional fellowship. Total of 5
clubs chartered this year as yet and a Promise of 4 more by the end of the year.
The revival of Area 4 and Pune has started. Intercity cricket match between Pune and
Mumbai announced. Heartiest congratulations to the Area extension Convenor Karan and
the city co-ordinators Sunil for Mumbai and Sanjay from Pune for their contribution in the
revival.
We had the August presence of VP Tangent India Bijal and Secretary Tangent India Jayshree
at the meeting. Thank you Jayshree for taking a 41er star and contributing to a Nobel cause.
Happy to see more and more ladies coming forward to buy the Star medallion.
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#MTM
Area 4 | Mumbai | March 10
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#MTM
Area 4 | Mumbai | March 10
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#PresidentsTravelDairy #MTM
President Rajiv: A very satisfying two days in Area 2 – Visit to Secretariat & Area 2 MTM.
Thank you Punit, Babji, RP and Chettiar sir for the lovely deliberations at the secretariat. I am
sure our contributions and commitment shall go a long way in establishing better systems to
make our organisation more transparent.
Thank you Satyan for the lovely discussion on the National Famit. I am sure this one is going
to be even more rocking than the previous one. Bekal is God’s own country so guys please
do support Satyan this time.
Thank you AC 2 Prasad, your planning, dedication and perseverance is unparalleled.
A fantastic MTM and nice to see some good participation from Chennai 41ers. Fantastic band
on the rooftop and a rockstar of an AC crooning away All in all an amazing evening for which
I thank you and members of Area 2.
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#PresidentsTravelDairy #MTM
Area 2 | Chennai | March 29

...continued
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...continued

#PresidentsTravelDairy #MTM
Area 2 | Chennai | March 29
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#MTM Area 5
The Charter Ceremony of Varanasi Vikings was followed by the Area 5 MTM
Sham-e-Banares which too was hosted by this newly chartered club.
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#Jaffa
Beautiful young people are works of accidents of nature but
beautiful old people are the works of Art.
Jaffa (also corker) an exceptionally well bowled, practically unplayable delivery, usually but
not always from a fast bowler. The word it self has been taken from idea that a 'Jaffa' is the
best type of Orange.Well that’s exactly TEAM 41er turned out to be this year at the ROUND
TABLE INDIA hosted cricket tournament
With RTI expanding to 16 areas and also inviting a World XI from cricket playing tabling
nations of Sri Lanka, Maldives, Nepal, South Africa and Great Britain, 41ers was given only
1 slot vis a vis the two slots allowed to it regularly.
Well as usual we began the task of assembling a 41ers team from across India and many of
our regular players were either injured or travelling or had some personal issues. We did
manage to put a team up and boy o boy were we a band of crusaders. One thing that we
realised is that we would be a team without any interaction and any joint practice as we would
be from various parts of the country playing against young tablers from areas and we hear
some of them had been practicing for a couple weeks if not 2 months .
The draws were made at the RT NEX in Pune and much to our horror we were pitted into one
of the toughest groups. First match was to be against Area 2 winners of Jaffa 2018 and
winners of a Jaffa on couple of earlier occasions and a sort of spice to the tear filling curry
was that the 2nd team was area 9, winners of Jaffa on 2 or 3 previous occasions and one of
the strongest team on paper coming to Jaffa.
Well i spare the details of scores and matches and catches and wickets to avoid
embarrassing young tablers across the country .We beat last years winners Area 2 by a
handsome margin with loads of wickets in hand and narrowly lost to Area 7 who eventually
went on the become this years winners.
So a great stint at cricket with loads of points proved more over that 41ers rock and can have
their fun and be fit irrespective of the age and time,
“I am old but I am forever young at heart. We are always the same age inside. Know that
you are the perfect age. Each year is special and precious, you can only live it once.
Do not regret growing older, it’s a privilege denied to many!”
Punit Sampat.
National secreteriat convenor /
supply house convenor / RTI coordinator.

...continued
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...continued

#Jaffa
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Who Am I?
Punit Sampat - Convener Supply House & Secretariat
Tu hai mera Hero!
I am mere 62 mm tall but yet i walk talk amongst many 41er who has reached
unbelievable hieghts. I am a mere 41 mm wide but yet i can make my space with pride
amongst the strongest of chests of 41’ers. I weigh just a couple of grams but have done
some heavy tasks on my own.
I since my rebirth about 18 months ago today adorn the lapel of three hundred and fifty
( 350) yes you are right just the 350 of you. Add glory to your fellow 41’ers or their family
members name. I know if u have read so far I have aroused your curiosity as to who am
I and why do I boast so much.
I am the 41 Star medallion. Yes a mere 350 of us have helped generate a huge some of
Rs 15,75,000/- and in numbers have helped the education of nearly 700 children. Little
do I wonder at times how many more lives can we touch, little more do i think how futures
can we improve.
It is upto you my friend - will u help me help you help more people. You can. That’s why
i say "TU HAI MERA HERO”.
The funds are routed through Round Table India and FREEDOM THRU EDUCATION
programme. A medallion just Rs 5,000/- of contribution from your side but goes a long
way for the cause.
“What is the legacy that we leave - immortality is to live your life doing good things and
leaving your mark behind “`
Please mark your medallions order to your supply house convenor/ National secreteriat
convenor/ rti coordinator - PUNIT SAMPAT - punit@samsonlighting.com &
office41india@gmail.com
Payment can be deposited into:
A/C.Name:- Association Of 41 Clubs Of India
Bank Name: Axis Bank Ltd
Account No: 914010042622856
Branch Name: Sterling Road,
Chennai - 600034
IFS Code:UTIB0002018
The payment details should be sent to the Secretariat along with the order.
What you leave behind is not what is engraved in stone monuments, but what is woven into
the lives of others.
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#SUPPLYHOUSE
Exciting news - hold thy hearts, never
before. For the first time in the history - THE
ASSOCIATION OF 41 ers INDIA - TIE AND
BOW TIE. In a smart navy blue color with
our logo in miniature in a distinct pattern on
a Italian silk fabric.
The tie is 3” at its widest and comes with a
lining inside and a keeper at the back.
The bow - Made using the same Italian silk
fabric in the same distinct pattern of the logo
comes in a Butterfly self tie bow with
adjustable size strap.
Inaugural offer.
Combo set - 1000/-(limited time)
Tie - 650/Bow tie - 450/Ideal for self use, gifting to international
delegates visiting India or for u to carry
when u travel abroad, light to carry and a
huge wow to the receiver.

Launching the smart linen shirt sleeve shirt
with self logo . Available in sunshine
naughty yellow color with association logo in
self embroidery design on the pocket . The
half sleeve shirt comes in natural fiber fabric
with a fabliano like finish normally found in
linens of Belguim and France. 1000/- a
piece .

...continued
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...continued

#SUPPLYHOUSE
The above set comes in a leather hard case
with six crystal glasses, one hip flask, one
peg measure , one ice tongs and space for
a whiskey bottle . Going cheap at 5100/only .plus courier charges .

Payment can be deposited into:
A/C.Name:- Association Of 41 Clubs Of India
Bank Name: Axis Bank Ltd
Account No: 914010042622856
Branch Name: Sterling Road,
Chennai - 600034
IFS Code:UTIB0002018
Supply house Convenor Punit Sampat 9840915797
41 Club Secretariat Ms Jyoti 044 28274539
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#TangentWorld

Women’s Day Special
Tangent Club 3 had their March meeting at Past President Rachna’s residence to celebrate
Women’s Day.
The guest of honor was a very graceful, friendly & elegant lady - Madhu Nagpal. A graduate
from Lady Shriram College, Delhi, she dedicated her life in the service of lesser privileged.
Madhu has been recognised for her services and won several awards. She is the Vice
Chairperson of Inner Wheel District and nominated as Brand Ambassador to the Rotary
International convention in Lisbon, Portugal..
Environmentalist Madhu Nagpal briefly discussed the issues of protecting the environment.
She has come up with a very unique and useful method of disposing polythene bags & other
non biodegradable items, by tightly stuffing them in plastic bottles and use these bottles in
place of bricks in construction work . She also gave the name and contact of the person
buying these stuffed bottles .
The meeting continued by wishing all the birthday girls. Tangent related matters was
discussed. All were briefed on the recently concluded MTM
Members were told by IPP - Renuka Sehgal that the International Tangent & 41 AGM was
around the corner in April. If anyone was planning to attend, they should make their oen
arrangements
There was a sumptuous spread of delicious food. There were lip smacking “bhedvi puri, dahi
bhallas, alloo bhajji, baked veggies, kadhi & rice. Most delicious Kheer and Gajjar halwa took
care of the sweet tooth.
A few pics to spell out the enjoyable afternoon.
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#41ersWorld
AC6 B.K.Singh Deo with old 41er friends. At the reception for the ensuing wedding of Ajay
Gaggar's son at The Sangam, Fort William Kolkata on 9th March 2019 evening - a splendid
evening.
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#41ersWorld
AC6 B.K.Singh Deo along with wife Jyoti Singh Deo met an very old friend who visited us at
Bhubaneswar after more than two decades - Past LC India President Gita Shashidharan.
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#41ersWorld
B.K.Singh Deo and Jyoti Singh Deo paid a visit to Legendary Viji Iyengar PP RTI & 41 Clubs
of India and Shibani Iyengar PP LCI
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#41ersWorld
Lucknow | Club 95 & 221
Neha and Sanjay Jhunjunwala hosted a Rajasthani theme social for LRT 136 & both 41ers
Club of 95 & 221 on 9th March, 2019. They had organised true Rajasthani style food as well.
The main course was a sit down like a Marwari “sajan goth” with daal ki bedmi pooree,
sanger, matar kachoris, dahi bada.....
The men came dressed in Rajasthani style achkans & kurta pyjamas while the ladies came
looking lovely in leheriyas & bandhanis. They had kept safas for the men. The decor had
Jaipuri kathputlis, umbrellas & beautiful lights!
The singer welcomed everyone with the famous Mame khan song “ mahre hiwde mein jaagi
dhokdi”.....
Everyone enjoyed the evening thoroughly with lots of laughter & fellowship.

...continued
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...continued

#41ersWorld
Lucknow | Club 95 & 221

...continued
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...continued

#41ersWorld
Lucknow | Club 95 & 221

Hosts Neha & Sanjay Jhunjhunwala
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#41ersWorld
March 10, Kolkata Club 131 fellowship event of watching movie together followed by a buffet
Cafe Mezzuma
AC6 B.K.Singh Deo joins Club 131 Kolkata fellowship on Sunday 10th March 2019, full of fun
& bonding. First there was a fantastic movie BADLA at the Inox at The South City Mall,
followed by a delicious Buffet Lunch at The Cafe Mezzuma at The Mall.
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#41ersWorld

AC6 B.K.Singh Deo with 41er Naren Bhinge
from Nashik

AC6 B.K.Singh Deo - Pompy in
Bhuvaneshwar with 41er Naren Bhinge
of Nashik

41ers of Club 5 partying at Viney
Kochher’s farm house

AC6 B.K.Singh Deo with BKS in
Bhubaneswar

Ajit Khullar - Prasad over a
quick catchup meeting

At PP Gopal Chopra’s Social
Mar 30 Lto R Srini,
IRO Pankaj, RTI PP Manoj Nair,
Sandeep Gupta
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#41ersWorld

IRO Pankaj, Selfie Editor Srini with
PP Gopal Chopra at his social Scoial

PP Baldev Sidhu going strong at 81

NP Rajiv with Deepak of Club 200

Sanjiv Shah with Deepak of Club 200 in Pune

Club 163 Bhubaneswar has succesfully conducted the 1 st contact meeting
on Mar 16 for the new Club in Rourkela
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#41ersWorld
Puja Khullar’s 60th Bday celebrations
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#41ersWorld
Social of Club 35 Kolkata on Mar 16 hosted by Deep Joey
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#UpComingEvents
The charter of a new Club at Rourkela | In May. Date to be announced soon.
More details will be shared shortly. Track this on FB page at
https://www.facebook.com/41ClubsOfIndia/
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#UpComingEvents
The charter of a new Club at Rourkela | In May. Date to be announced soon.
More details will be shared shortly. Track this on FB page at
https://www.facebook.com/41ClubsOfIndia/

41ers Area VI MTM
19/20/21 April 2019

DARLING DARJEELING
Inclusions
19th April 2019
Pickup from NJP Station
Breakfast in Siliguri
Darjeeling Check-in and Lunch at Pine Tree
Free for Sight seeing / local visits
Mid Term Meeting
Musical Get Together / Dinner
20th April
Breakfast / Lunch
Free all day for Sight Seeing / Local Visits
Interaction with National President
Karaoke Night / Dinner
21st April
Breakfast
Depart to Siliguri
Lunch at Siliguri
Drop off at Airport / Railway Station (Packed Dinner)

Registration Charges:
Single - 10990/- **
Couple - 20990/To Register
Rajesh - 98320 73766
Pradip - 94340 48648
Pawan - 94340 68113
** (Per Person - Twin sharing)
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#UpComingEvents #41InternationalAGM
41 Clubs International AGM is being held in Brussels from April 26-28. There is strong
representation from India – 25 headcount
Indian Contngent would be rooting for PP Gopal Chopra who is contesting for International
Secretary
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Send photos of all events happening
in a calendar month
srinirti@gmail.com
Consulting Editor - Sanjiv Shah
Designer - Naresh Chonkar

